NITRO-GLYC. KIESELGUHR DYNAMITE
These figures show the continual and rapid increase in the use of
dynamite in industry, although the figures are negligible compared
with world consumption at the present time. From the purely
practical point of view there are few modern discoveries com-
parable to dynamite with regard to the importance which it has
actually acquired. In transport it has proved revolutionary in
two ways. A large number of the greater tunnels, submarine
blasting operations and canal constructions of the present day
could not have been carried out without it. It opened up new
possibilities in mining, and came to play the most enormously
important part in its economic development. It has become
indispensable in all road construction, and in bringing land under
tillage.
It is true that the old kieselguhr dynamite has had to give up
its pride of place. It has been pushed into the background by
Alfred Nobel's later discovery, bksting gelatine, as well as by a
mixture of nitro-glycerine and so-called " active dope," of which
we shall hear more. In certain countries, but not in Sweden,
dynamite—" dynamite No. i " as it is quite rightly still called—
has succeeded in maintaining its position. And it still remains
as the first rational and practical solution of the modern problem
of explosives.
The suggestion, which constantly recurs in the literature of
explosives, that this invention was due to a pure accident, was
exceedingly irritating to Alfred Nobel. When Trauzl gave
currency to this story, in one of his early essays, Nobel disputed
the accuracy of his statement with a certain acerbity, in a letter
to him dated the and March, 1881. In his correspondence with
Major Majendie, His Majsety's chief inspector of explosives to Great
Britain, he gives the following more detailed account of the early
history of this discovery, in a letter dated the yth Jxily, 1883 *•
" I made and exploded the first Dynamite—without a detonator
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